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ERP Systems
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How ERP Systems Help 
Healthcare Entities Provide 
Value-Based Care

An ERP systems study focused on 
healthcare systems with 200 beds or under

SMART BRIEFS
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“The poor practices of the past and the associated excuses for suboptimal 
business outcomes won’t hold water any longer. The focus of post-
modern ERP is on improved business agility and flexibility for example, 
through deployment of solutions and services that are better targeted  
at the business capabilities and address other needs such as user  
experience,” said Ms. Hardcastle. “It really is time that the significant 
investments enterprises make in ERP solutions reap real benefits. ERP 
vendors and SIs must raise their game on implementation approaches, 
renovating and revisiting their own implementation methodologies for 
speed and with greater emphasis on the benefits realization activities.”

Gartner PR STAMFORD, Conn., March 2, 2016  

Gartner Says Through 2018, 90 Percent of Organizations Will Lack a Postmodern Application Integration Strategy

ERP Systems
In Healthcare
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The U.S. value-based health care model now being 
implemented focuses on patient outcomes and 
improving quality of care based on specific  
measures, such as reducing hospital readmissions, 
using certified health IT and improving preventative 
care. Properly evaluating these measures in this 
value-based approach requires having an advanced 
data warehouse and comprehensive ERP system.

Healthcare executives have worried about large 
up-front costs for ERP infrastructure in the past. 
But organizations are no doubt losing revenue due 
to ambiguous supply chain management and other 
spending patterns, bolstering the importance of 
adopting an ERP system.

According to a new study from Black Book, two 
components would ensure the successful transition 
of value-based care: an electronic data warehouse 
(EDW) and a broad enterprise resource planning 
(ERP) system.

Administrators at smaller hospitals have become 
frustrated with their inability to record, analyze and 
report key patient data. The study reports that 94 
percent of hospitals with fewer than 200 beds lack 
data that would allow them to extend meaningful 
health management initiatives.

Additionally, 85 percent of hospitals in the U.S. with 
fewer than 200 beds have underinvested in ERP, 
mainly due to upfront implementation costs. The 
study indicates that 93 percent of chief financial 
officers (CFOs) recognize that without an effective 
ERP system, inefficiencies affecting care  
management will continue, and the transition to a 
value-based care model will come to a standstill.
 

Source: Black Book Survey, 2016

Other prominent crippling factors include the lack of 
skilled staff proficient in big data, machine learning 
and artificial intelligence.

In spite of these challenges, the survey says small 
hospitals plan to focus even less on technical  
optimization projects. For example, 82 percent of CFOs 
at hospitals with fewer than 300 beds say that they 
will strive to increase their revenue-cycle management 
strategies by focusing on outsourcing, bolt-on  
applications and less expensive cloud technologies.

 
The current healthcare sector places ERP tools  

at the top of its wish list, but concerns about cost  
have left the sector lacking these tools.
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Value-Based Care Revives an Interest in 
Health Care ERPs 
The U.S. health care industry today has failed to 
invest adequately in ERP technology, instead focusing 
funding on cybersecurity, population health and 
analytics. As a result, many organizations lack an 
ERP solution to manage any new IT infrastructure 
initiatives.

ERPs generally allow organizations to access an  
integrated view of back-end systems in an IT  
infrastructure to establish better systems operations. 
ERPs give a clear picture of the existing IT infrastructure.

In 2015, according to industry estimates, the U.S. 
healthcare ERP market grew less than 2 percent, 
while investment in other technology increased at a 
higher rate . In the words of Doug Brown, the man-
aging partner of Black Book, “Crucial back-end soft-
ware that manages finance, supply chain and inven-
tory management, purchasing, payroll, and coding 
has been disregarded in a confused entanglement of 
different products that don’t communicate, which 
has left executives with the inability to realize cost 
savings in preparation of value-based care. There 
has been user opposition to deploying a new or 
upgraded ERP perceived as carrying a high price tag 

in a time when clinical deployments overwhelmed 
hospital staff and budgets.”

In the past 3 years, organizations that installed legacy 
ERP systems deferred maintenance and delayed 
upgrades, in turn affecting their ability to reap the 
full potential of other IT infrastructure solutions 
already in place.

Because of recent value-based care initiatives in 
health care, however, ERP solutions have made their 
way back into healthcare IT infrastructure to help 
organizations and executives understand the true 
cost of recent technological implementations. 
 
“In a payment environment that reimburses for 
value, it has become more critical to understand 
exactly how much it costs to deliver patient care,” 
says Brown. “Clumsy costing based on uncoordinated 
data will become perilous for hospitals at risk.”

A value-based system generally measures the cost of 
care provision against the derived outcome. An ERP 
system must be in place to measure the significance 
and value delivered by the implemented IT systems. 
A serious lack of understanding of this matter, 
especially at the C-level executive’s end, has affected 
the adoption of ERP solutions. 
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Awareness About Cloud-Based ERPs
The survey results highlight that cloud-based ERP 
systems are well-regarded, owing to their scalable 
features and speed. Major reasons to embrace 
cloud-based solutions, according to 92 percent of 
the respondents, include superior integration to a 
newer infrastructure architecture, easy mobility and 
access to main ERP modules.

The Road Ahead…
A model that seeks to understand true costs per 
case and per episode of care requires that health 
care providers return to ERP system basics. This 
alone would guarantee a smooth transition to a 
valued-based model.

Without a robust ERP system in place, patients 
would be deprived of top-quality care due to the 
lack of sync between supply chain, human resources, 
finance and operational systems with clinical data, as 
the combination of these determine outcomes.
The emergence of cloud-based solutions coupled 
with the intricacies related to migrating to a  
value-based care approach bolster the need for 
securing robust ERP systems.

Appendix
Key survey results (Black Book survey of 1,158 
health system procurement and technology 
leaders):

• 35 % of surveyed organizations with an  
implemented ERP system report having to 
defer maintenance and/or delay upgrades 
over the past 3 years, leaving many hospital 
ERPs nearly obsolete.

• 57 % of the C-suite executives surveyed admit 
lacking a deep understanding of the impact 
or complexity of their supply chain until the 
reality of value-based care set in this year, 
with its emphasis on accountability to properly 
measure and compare medical costs with 
outcomes. 
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• 69 % of IT leaders polled claim they will prioritize 
their supply chains in 2017 as among the most 
valuable asset for actionable data mining before 
overburdening their organizations with population 
health and sophisticated analytics tools.

• 92 % of survey respondents recognize that the 
ERP of health care’s future is mobile and in the 
cloud, with secure networking and analytics 
built in,  says Brown. “The idea is that you have 
general ledger, accounts payable, budgeting, 
forecasting and cash management all accessi-
ble anywhere, whether in the operating room, 
purchasing, or in administration.”

• 86 % of materials management leaders  
outsource supply chain functions to medical and 
surgical supply distributors. 93 % also state they 
do not suffer from any significant supply chain 
problems such as product delivery issues.

• 93 % of materials managers state their  
organizations suffer from poor inventory control 
technology and processes that typically end up 
with overstocking, high supply and labor costs, 
and frustrated nursing staff.

• According to the 2016 Black Book technology 
satisfaction survey of nurses, clinical staff spend 
an average of 34 percent of their time on  
supply-related tasks such as locating products.

• 72 % of current ERP users state that their ERP 
modules in place are too difficult to use. 15 
percent believe their current ERP product will 
be obsolete by 2019.

• 84 % of respondents report they currently 
cannot segment  patients based on spending, 
complexity or resources to adequately price 
for 2017 value-based initiatives. 

• 88 % of CFOs responding with 2017 ERP 
replacements or purchase goals see cloud 
solutions as the preferred product for their 
organization.

We dig deep into customer insight, 

business objectives and data to define the 

best path forward

“

“
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• The top health care ERP-rated vendors for 2017 
in order of client experience and product  
satisfaction scoring are:

1. Oracle/Oracle ERP Cloud
2. Cerner/Siemens ERP
3. Workday
4. Microsoft Dynamics
5. McKesson
6. SAP
7. IBM Watson
8. Infor Cloud Suite

Also receiving votes were MEDITECH, CPSI, Sage, 
Intacct, Harris Healthcare/Affinity and MEDHOST.

• Cerner and Oracle also received the highest cli-
ent loyalty and retention rankings from current 
customers. 

References: 
• Data Warehouse, ERP Tools Top Wish List for 

Value-Based Care
• Hospitals Remain Underinvested in Costing 

Technologies, Black Book ERP Survey Results
• Value-Based Care Revives Interest in Healthcare 

ERPs
• Which Healthcare Big Data, Business Intelli-

gence Vendors Are Most Popular?

Our goal is to help you implement business 

solutions that effectively support your 

business process, not functional silos.

“

“
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STAY TUNED FOR MORE
EXCITING CONTENT
FROM SMART ERP SOLUTIONS 

925.271.0200 | sales@smarterp.com

For an more information 
visit

smarterp.com 
or contact us at:

Founded by Oracle/PeopleSoft veterans, Smart ERP Solutions® is a unique organization in the  
Enterprise Business Applications space providing innovative, cost-effective, and configurable solutions that 

efficiently extend the capabilities of ERP systems to meet specific business process needs. 
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